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Congratulations on your purchase of the
"Almost-Ready-To-Fly/Almost-Ready-To-
Cover Brodak P-40B" This kit features the
same combination of durability and ease of
flying that made the Brodak P-40B an ex-
cellent choice.

Thank you for your patronage. Welcome to
flying the way it was meant to be!

FIRST STEPS
Before you begin construction of the
"Almost-Ready- To-Fly/Almost-Ready-To-
Cover Brodak P-40B" we recommend that
you check to make sure that you have all of
the pieces. Read these directions thoroughly
a number of times to familiarize yourself
with everything you will be doing in prepar-
ing this airplane. Make sure that you have
on hand all of the materials and tools you
might need.

Three other tips about the building process:

First, C-A Thin and Thick glue and epoxy
work extremely well in assembling the air-
plane. They are relatively easy to use and
can give you professional results. Always
work in a well-ventilated area because of the
types of glues used.

Second, all gluing must be done on wood-
to-wood joints. That means that, at various
times in the assembly process, you will need
to trim and peel away the finish. The best
way to remove the finish is to use a knife to
cut a score line, then pull away the material.

Third, cover your work surface with wax
paper when you are gluing so that you don't
end up with a mess.

One other note: The "Almost-Ready-To-
Fly" airplane in your kit may not be the
same color as the illustration on the box, and
will not have the same finishing details. The
best part of an "Almost-Ready-To-Fly" kit
in that you can use your imagination and
creativity to finish the airplane in any style
you want.

An Important Note about Adjustable
Lead-Outs: The "Almost-Ready-To-
Fly/Almost-Ready-To-Cover Brodak P-
40B" has adjustable lead-outs that are
already installed in the wing. The adjustable
lead-outs are set in the center position. Once
you have flown the airplane, you may want
to change the position. If you feel too much
pull when you are flying the airplane, move
the adjustable lead-outs forward 1/8" at a
time. If you feel too little pull, move the ad-

justable lead-outs back 1/8" at a time.

Good luck with building and flying your
"Almost-Ready-To-Fly/Almost-Ready-To-
Cover Brodak P-40B" control-line airplane.

CONSTRUCTION

STEP 1 - If you are building an Almost-
Ready-To-Fly kit, go over all of the covered
areas with a heat gun and with a sealing iron
to reshrink the covering. The covering will
bubble up slightly, so use a pin to make
small holes to let out the air that's trapped
under the covering.

STEP 2 - Set the motor (not included) into
place and mark the location of the mounting
bolts. Use a small punch to mark those lo-
cations. Remove the motor and drill out the
four 1/8" holes. Turn the fuselage over and
ream out the holes to 9/64. Seat the blind
nuts in the holes and bolt the motor into
place. Tighten the bolts to seat the blind nuts
and put a spot of glue on the blind nuts to
secure them into place. Be careful not to get
glue on the threads.

Spread the word
about the
SPORT

of control-line
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STEP3 - Use the extra material in the kit to
cover over the slots in the fuselage. Iron the
material to secure it into place.

STEP 4 - Slide the wing onto the fuselage.
Measure along the wing where it is solid
balsa from the fuselage to the farthest wing
rib on each end of the wing. The measure-
ments must be the same so that the fuselage
is centered on the wing.

STEP 5 - Mark the location of the wing on
the fuselage along each side of the fuselage
on both the top and the bottom of the wing.
Once you have marked the wing remove the
fuselage. Use a knife to score along the in-
side of your reference lines, leaving ap-
proximately 1/16" of covering along the
inside of the tape. Peel away the covering.

STEP 6 - Set the nylon control horn up
against the leading edge of the inboard wing
flap so that the flap is nearest the fuselage.
Use an "L" to check for positioning and then
use the mounting screws to secure the con-
trol horn into place. Re-check the position-
ing with an "L" to make sure that the control
horn is lined up with the end of the flap.

Do both the top and bottom sides of the
wing.
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STEP 7 - Use sandpaper to clean the pro-
tective coating off of the joiner. Use a knife
to cut score lines around the area where the
joiner will be epoxyed into the flap. Apply
the epoxy and use a pin to work the epoxy
into the channel in the flap.Apply heat using
a heat gun to make the epoxy "run." Repeat
the process for the other flap, and then in-
stall the joiner. Use isopropyl alcohol and a
Q-Tip to clean off the excess epoxy.

STEP 8 - Lay the wing on your work sur-
face and put weights on it so that it will not
move. (Cans of paint work great!) Push the
flaps and the joiner up against the wing and
put a weight across the flaps so that they are
level. Leave the flaps and wing like this
until the epoxy dries, preferably overnight.

STEP 9 - Use a knife to deepen the hinge
slots along the wing flaps and the wing so
that the slots are deep enough to accept a
hinge. Insert the hinges into the slots in the
flaps. Glue the hinges into position. Put the
flaps up against the trailing edge of the wing
so that the hinges are positioned in the slots
in the wing. Glue the hinges into place in the
slots in the wing. Work the hinges back and
forth to make sure that you didn't get any
glue in the hinge knuckles.

Polish Fighter
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STEP 10 - Insert the wing into the opening
in the fuselage and position it along the ref-
erence lines. Insert the fairings into the slot
in the fuselage as shown. Make sure that the
fairings are centered on the fuselage. Block
up both ends of the wing so that the fuselage
is sitting perpendicular to your work sur-
face. Measure from the fuselage to each end
of the wing to make sure that it is centered
in the fuselage. Whichever wing rib you
measure from one side, be sure to use the
same wing rib on the other side.

STEP 11 - Block up each end of the wing
so that the wing is level on your work sur-
face. Use an "L" to make sure that the fuse-
lage is sitting perpendicular to your work
surface. Re-check your measurements to
make sure that the wing is still centered.
Glue the wing to the fuselage, applying glue
along both the top and bottom edges on both
the inboard and outboard sides.

STEP 12 - Set the nylon control horn up
against the leading edge of the inboard ele-
vator so that the flap is nearest the fuselage.
Use an "L" to check for positioning and then
use the mounting screws to secure the con-
trol horn into place. Re-check the positioning
with an "L" to make sure that the control
horn is lined up with the end of the elevator.

You can help us by

encouraging your

local hobby shop to

carry our products.
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STEP 13 - Use sandpaper to remove the
protective covering from the elevator joiner.
Notch the ends of the elevators so that the
joiner will sit flush into the elevator. Apply
epoxy and use a pin to work the epoxy into
the channel in the elevator.Apply heat using
a heat gun to make the epoxy "run." Repeat
the process for the other elevator then install
the joiner. Use isopropyl alcohol and a Q-
Tip to clean off the excess epoxy. Set
weights on the elevator to hold it in place on
your work surface so that it will not move.
Put the elevators up against the stabilizer.
Remove the stabilizer and leave the eleva-
tors until the epoxy has dried and cured,
preferably overnight.

STEP 14 - Use a knife to deepen the hinge
slots along the elevators and the stabilizer so
that the slots are deep enough to accept a
hinge. Insert the hinges into the slots in the
elevators. Glue the hinges into position. Put
the elevators up against the trailing edge of
the stabilizer so that the hinges are posi-
tioned in the slots in the stabilizer. Glue the
hinges into place in the slots in the stabilizer.
Work the hinges back and forth to make sure
that you didn't get any glue in the hinge
knuckles.

PPTT  RRYYAANN

Check out our website to keep up on all of our special announcements

Check out our kits, from Pathfinder, Strega, United,
to so many more, we’ve got many to choose from.
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STEP 16 - Insert the elevators and stabilizer
into the slot in the rear of the fuselage. Meas-
ure along the hinge line from the fuselage to
each end of the elevator to make sure that it
is centered on the fuselage. Temporarily pin
the elevator into place with one pin (that will
allow you to rotate the elevator as needed).
Measure from the hinge line of the flaps to
the hinge line for the stabilizer on both ends.
When the measurements are the same, the
stabilizer and the wing are parallel to one an-
other. Draw reference lines on the stabilizer
along both sides of the fuselage to mark its
location. Be sure to turn the airplane over
and draw reference lines along the bottom of
the stabilizer.

STEP 17 - Remove the elevator and stabi-
lizer assembly from the fuselage. Use a
knife to cut score lines 1/16” to the inside of
the reference lines that you drew in Step 16.
Peel away the covering. Do both the top and
bottom of the stabilizer.

STEP 15 - Use a knife to cut away the cov-
ering over the slot in the fuselage for the sta-
bilizer. Cut off the block at the tail of the
fuselage so that you can slide the stabilizer
into place.

FirecatBBaabbyy  FFlliittee  SSttrreeaakk

PLANES, PLANES, PLANES.....
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STEP 18 - Slide the elevator and stabilizer
into place. Check the position by measuring
along the hinge line from the fuselage to
each end of the stabilizer. Also measure
from the hinge line on the flaps to the hinge
line on the stabilizer to make sure that the
measurements are the same on both sides.
Use brush cleaner and a Q-Tip to remove the
reference lines. Apply C-A Thin glue along
the top and bottom where the stabilizer and
the fuselage meet. Use a Q-Tip to remove
any excess glue. Glue the small block that
you cut off in Step 15 into place.

STEP 19 - Temporarily set the rudder into
place so that you can determine how much
of the covering material on the fuselage will
have to be removed. Use a knife to cut score
lines, then remove the covering where the
rudder will be glued to the fuselage. Re-
move the covering material along the bot-
tom of the rudder where it will be glued to
the fuselage.

Got questions?
We’ve got answers.
Just give us a call at

724-966-2726
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Visit our website at
brodak.com

OR
email us at

flyin@brodak.com

STEP 21 - Set the flaps and the elevators in
the neutral position, and clamp them in
place. Use scrap wood to protect the finish.
Sand off the protective coating on both ends
of the pushrods. Locate the 1/8" hole in the
fuselage for the pushrod guide and clean out
the covering material in the hole. Attach the
longer pushrod to the middle hole in the con-
trol horn for the flaps, and attach the pushrod
from the bellcrank to the control horn. Put a
hex nut and flat washer on the adjustable
pushrod guide. Slide the guide onto the
pushrod and insert the guide into the hole in
the fuselage. Put another washer and a lock
nut on the end of the guide. Temporarily
tighten the nuts. By tightening and loosing
the two nuts you can adjust the position of
the guide, set the distance of the pushrod
from the fuselage, and control the bowing of
the pushrod.

Shady Lady

STEP 20 - Glue the two sections of the rud-
der together. You have the option of adding
an offset to the trailing section of the rudder,
or you can make the rudder flat. Glue the
rudder into place. Use a square with a “miss-
ing corner” to make sure that the rudder is
perpendicular to the stabilizer. 

Hellcat

Jr. Flite Streak

Lil Toot
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STEP 24 - Feel along the leading edge of the
wing to find the location of the slot where
the landing gear will be attached. Use a knife
to cut score lines and then remove the cov-
ering material in that area. Set the landing
gear into the hole in the wing, making sure
that the landing gear is toward the front of
the airplane. Put one landing gear into place.
Use a punch to mark the positions of the
holes in the strap. Drill 1/16” holes in the
wing. Secure the landing gear strap with two
screws and then put the other landing gear
strap into place and secure it with two
screws. Do both landing gears.

www.brodak.com
for more information on the complete line

of Brodak Manufacturing products and supplies
or to get a copy of our latest catalog.

STEP 22 - Attach the shorter pushrod to the
middle hole in the control horn for the ele-
vators.With the flaps and elevators still
clamped in the neutral position, mark where
the two pushrods overlap each other then
trim until they are flush. Temporarily join
the two sections of the pushrod using a
pushrod coupler. Adjust the pushrod guide
so that the pushrod is straight and has no
bowing in it. If you are building an "Almost-
Ready-To-Fly" version, solder the pushrod
coupler into place. Use baking soda and a
small brush to clean off the excess flux.

STEP 23 - Set the tail wheel strut into place
in the slot along the bottom of the fuselage
and secure it using the nylon tail wheel strap
and two screws.

Tell your friends
you got it at Brodaks

Circus
PrinceAA66MM22  ZZEERROO
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STEP 25 - Slide a wheel collar onto the
landing gear. Put the wheel on the landing
gear. Use a file to create a flat slot on the
landing gear for the wheel collar set screw.
Tighten the set screw and put a spot of C-A
Thick glue to keep the set screw from loos-
ening. Do both wheels.

STEP 27 - Use epoxy to coat the inside area
of the fuselage where the motor will be po-
sitioned. Use a heat gun to warm up the
epoxy, which will make it easier to spread
around. Use isopropyl alcohol and a Q-Tip
to remove any excess epoxy once it has
dried. Set the motor (not included) into
place and tighten the mounting bolts.

Original
Nobler

Smoothie

STEP 26 - Locate the weight box, which is
on the bottom of the outboard wing. Use a
knife to cut along the outline of the weight
box. Remove the weight box top. Insert ap-
proximately one and one-half ounces of
weight, adding scrap wood to make sure that
the weights don't move around in the weight
box. Insert a 10-penny finish nail into the
center of the weight box. Slide the weight
box top down over the nail, then remove the
nail, insert the weight box mounting bolt and
tighten the bolt. 

VVEECCTTOORR

WWWWWW..BBRROODDAAKK..CCOOMM ttoo  sseeee  wwhhaatt’’ss  nneeww
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STEP 28 - Set the fuel tank (not included)
into place and use a punch to mark the loca-
tion for the mounting screws. Mount the
tank so that it is centered behind the motor.
Install the fuel line, making sure that you in-
stall a filter between the fuel line and the
motor. Cut a short section of tubing and at-
tach it to the fill tube. The open end should
be angled so that the lower edge is toward
the nose of the airplane.

STEP 29 - Install the propeller and the spin-
ner (not included). The propeller should be
sitting at the "4 o’clock - to - 10 o’clock”
position. As you turn the propeller, that's the
position where you will begin to feel the
compression of the engine. Once the pro-
peller is properly positioned, tighten it.

FINISHING THE AIRPLANE
If you are building an "Almost-Ready-To-
Cover" kit, remove the motor, motor
mounts, fuel tank, landing gear, pushrod,
and nylon control horn. Fill and sand the

The decals for the P-40B are pressure sensi-
tive. To apply them, start by putting four or
five drops of dishwashing liquid into a small
cereal bowl and fill the bowl halfway with
warm water, mixing thoroughly to make a
soapy solution.

Liberally swab the area where the decal will
be applied with the soapy solution before

placing the decal into position. The soapy
mixture will allow the decal to be slid into
its final position and adjusted.

Peel the decal off of its backing material.
Hold the decal firmly in place and use a
piece of flexible plastic (a piece cut from a
polyethylene coffee-can lid or butter-tub lid
works well) to squeegee the water from un-
derneath the decal. Blot the decal with a
paper towel as needed. Always start at the
center and work toward the edges. If air bub-
bles persist, puncture the bubble with a pin
and squeegee the area again.

FINAL ASSEMBLY
Reattach the control horn and pushrod. If
you are building an “Almost-Ready-To-
Cover”, solder the coupler to the pushrod
ends. Reattach the landing gear and motor
mount. Mount the engine and then mount the
fuel tank.

To check the balance of your airplane, start
with one and one-half ounces of weight to
the weight box. Check the balance of your
finished airplane by picking it up by the ends
of the wing, 2 5/8” back from the leading
edge on both sides. The airplane should be
slightly nose-heavy. Then pick up the air-
plane by the nose and the end of the fuselage.
The airplane should be heavy to the outboard
side. Adjust the amount of weight in the
weight box as needed.

CONGRATULATIONS! 
Welcome to flying the way it was meant to
be! After you have assembled and flown
your "Almost-Ready-To-Fly/Almost-Ready-
To-Cover Brodak P-40B" we'd like to hear
your comments and suggestions. Call us at
(724) 966-2726 or (724) 966-9131, email us
at flyin@brodak.com or write to us at Bro-
dak's, 100 Park Avenue, Carmichaels, PA
15320.

See what’s new! Be sure to visit our web site
at www.brodak.com.

Check out our website

brodak.com to see our

Brodak Product Spotlight
and many other items

fuselage, rounding off all of the square
edges. For flat surfaces and rounded sur-
faces, use Brodak Super-Fil. Sand thor-
oughly.

We recommend Brodak dope and painting
products for a high-quality finish. Brodak
dope and painting products come with a de-
tailed instruction booklet that includes paint-
ing and finishing tips. Paint the entire wing
with two coats of clear dope. Sand lightly
then add a third coat of clear dope.

Cover the wings using your favorite cover-
ing material. Follow the directions that they
provide for application and finishing. We
recommend Brodak Silkspan.

Cover the entire airplane with two coats of
clear dope. Sand lightly then paint the entire
airplane with Brodak Primer. Follow the
painting instructions that come with Brodak
paints. Repeat as needed to fill in all of the
gaps and cracks. 

The airplane is now ready for final dope
painting.

APPLYING PRESSURE 
SENSITIVE DECALS


